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Abstract

Cognitive Architectures as Software

In this position paper, the benefits and a possible roadmap
for evaluation of cognitive architectures via a perspective of
software evaluation is outlined. Development of such
architectures is a distinctive software development activity;
and their evaluations may benefit from detailed surveys into
their usage from a software evaluation point of view.

Cognitive architectures are pieces of software irrespective
of whether they have been designed to do cognitive
modeling for cognitive science or act as cognitivelyinspired artificial intelligence agents in games, simulations
etc. How could we characterize their characteristics as
different from other software? And, would such a
characterization help us to evaluate them?

Introduction 

One outstanding characteristics in developing cognitive
architectures is we do not and will not in near future, have
a precise, unambigous, well-defined
software
requirements specification for a cognitive architecture,
unless we understand human cognition better in a unified
way. Although Newell’s vision to do so is still a valid
attempt and a topic of discussion (Anderson and Lebiere,
2003), the whole enterprise of developing unified theories
of cognition seems not to be at the point where we can
readily export requirements into cognitive architectures in
the general sense.

Cognitive architectures1 have been evaluated from various
respects: Gluck and Pew (2005) detail a comprehensive
evaluation exercise of cognitive architectures within the
Agent-Based Modeling and Behavior Representation
(AMBR) model comparison project; Cooper (2006) and
Cooper and Shallice (1995) evaluate the theoretical value
of methodologies and realizations of cognitive
architectures in Newell’s sense. There are also less direct
evaluations that for example, direct attention to pitfalls of
statistical model evaluations (Roberts and Pashler, 2000).
To my knowledge, there is no detailed generic evaluation
exercise that treats and evaluates cognitive architectures as
pieces of software from software engineering perspectives,
apart from testing of specific cognitive architectures
(Ritter, 1992). Such an exercise could actually act as a
supplementary basis for working on more fundamental
questions such as developing functional and theoretical
evaluation methods for cognitive architectures. Moreover,
such an exercise will also be an evaluation by itself, since
it will give specific characterizations of how cognitive
architectures fare on software evaluation issues, such as
learnability, individualization and dealing with modeler
errors. Rest of the paper will be dealing with a clarification
of this proposal, along with some tentative roadmap onto
how to realize it.

Another implication of the above problem that it seriously
affects the validation issues of cognitive architectures, as
well as our answers to the question “How do we go about
building a cognitive architectures?”. In a sufficiently
constrained artificial intelligence subtask, such as “How do
we build part-of-speech taggers for natural languages?”,
we can start with general information about various
methods and evaluation of such methods, and then boil the
discussion down to the details of the specific techniques. In
the enterprise of building cognitive architectures, we can
give details of the design and usage of several cognitive
architectures along with the issues they have, but it seems
hard to abstract away from examples and generalize for
methods for building and using cognitive architectures. An
evaluation exercise from the perspective of software
evaluation may help us build this abstraction to a certain
degree, as well as giving us ideas about remedying the
requirements-validation conflict by drawing opinions from
a wide range of cognitive architecture designers and users.
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 I will be using cognitive architectures broadly, not necessarily
instantiating “Unified Theories of Cognition” (Newell, 1990), and
synonymous to architectures for intelligence, not necessarily assuming
that relationship between intelligence and cognition is worked out.


This brings us to another issue, namely, how existing
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cognitive architectures fare as pieces of well-developed
and usable software. Software development is a complex
task in itself; the complex issue of building cognitive
architectures complicates the issue further. Most existing
cognitive architectures (except for commercial attempts)
seem to be predominantly used by research teams that
actually designed them. Does that affect the usability of
cognitive
architectures?
Again,
most
cognitive
architectures, by definition, are likely to be built and used
by interdisciplinary teams of researchers and programmers.
Is that the case? If yes, again how does that affect
usability? How much good design and implementation
practices in software engineering are being complied to?
For example, are there clear design specifications? How
modular and reusable are cognitive architectures? How
does cognitive modularity affect design modularity? To
what degree is this reflected in implementation
modularity? To even risk being somewhat sarcastic, could
it be the case that no cognitive scientist tested the cognitive
load of cognitive architectures?

Conclusion
In summary, trying to bring a software evaluation
perspective
to
both
design-implementation
and
deployment-usage processes of cognitive architectures may
aid in clarification of some issues in the evaluation of
cognitive architectures. In addition, this will also result in
an evaluation of cognitive architectures as complementary
to other perspectives such as cognitive and biological
plausibility and statistical evaluation methods. By means
of surveying a wide range of cognitive architectures, we
could highlight the commonalities and differences between
cognitive science oriented approaches and artificial
intelligence approaches; this may in turn help the
interaction of these two communities.
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 As part of an ongoing MSc study in METU, Can Bican and I
have been partially using IsoMetrics (Gediga, Hamborg and
Duntch, 1999) to measure the atttitudes of cognitive modeling
tool users.
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